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Abstract

Previous studies of throwing have mostly focused on the shoulder and elbow joints, with few of them aim at wrist and fingers.
Although wrist and finger joints were located on the endmost of hand, they can still control the correct timing and the precision
of ball release. However, the actual real mechanics of it was not understood. The goal of this study was to understand the
difference in kinematics between wrist and finger joints when ball is released at different speeds. 5 senior high school’s
pitchers were tested and each subject seated on a chair performed fast and slow ball throwing. An Eagle motion capture system
was used to capture the kinematic data. The result showed that the range of motion of metacarpophalangeal joint (MP) and
proximal interphalangeal joint (PIP) of hand decreased during fast pitching, compared with slow pitching. A significant
decrease in middle finger of extension angle and range of motion of MP joint was observed (p<.05). This change could explain
that lager MP joint extension can drive the ball release due to less limited finger motion during slow pitching. On the other
hand, pitching needs more wrist and finger flexor force and early onset time to resist the larger reaction force from the ball
during fast pitching. That could be the reason why the finger’s range of motion becomes less obvious.
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Abstract

There is significant causal relationship between badminton racket and swing motion as the racket is the only equipment
that contacts with the shuttlecock during hitting process. As a result, the racket greatly affects shuttlecock’s flight
path, speed and the placement. The Purpose of this study was to understand the influence of balance point and shaft

stiffness on swing velocity and shuttlecock velocity. Four rackets with different balance points and shaft stiffness were
used to test the racket velocity and shuttlecock velocity during hitting process. The results showed that the closer the

balance point was to the handle, the faster the swing velocity would be; whereas, the lower the shaft stiffness, the faster
the shuttlecock velocity.


